For any unital separable simple infinite-dimensional nuclear C * -algebra with finitely many extremal traces, we prove that Z-absorption, strict comparison, and property (SI) are equivalent. We also show that any unital separable simple nuclear C * -algebra with tracial rank zero is approximately divisible, and hence is Z-absorbing.
Introduction
X. Jiang and H. Su [5] constructed a unital separable simple infinite-dimensional nuclear C * -algebra Z, called the Jiang-Su algebra, whose K-theoretic invariant is isomorphic to that of the complex numbers. The Jiang-Su algebra has recently become to play a central role in Elliott's classification program for nuclear C * -algebras. We say that a unital C * -algebra is Z-absorbing if A ∼ = A ⊗ Z. H. Lin, Z. Niu and W. Winter proved that certain Z-absorbing C * -algebras are classified by their ordered K-groups [12, 23] . Indeed, all classes of unital simple nuclear C * -algebras for which Elliott's classification conjecture have been confirmed consist of Z-absorbing algebras. One may view Z as being the stably finite analogue of the Cuntz algebra O ∞ . W. Winter also showed that Z is the initial object in the category of strongly self-absorbing C * -algebras [24] . In view of this, it is desirable to characterize Z-absorbing C * -algebras in various manners. In 2008, A. S. Toms and W. Winter conjectured that the properties of strict comparison, finite nuclear dimension, and Z-absorption are equivalent for unital separable simple infinite-dimensional nuclear C * -algebras (see [21, 26] for example). M. Rørdam proved that Z-absorption implies strict comparison for unital simple exact C * -algebras [16] . W. Winter showed that any unital separable simple infinite-dimensional C * -algebra with finite nuclear dimension is Z-absorbing [25] . In the present paper we provide another partial answer to the conjecture above. Namely, it will be shown that strict comparison implies Z-absorption under the assumption that the algebra has finitely many extremal traces.
The following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a unital separable simple infinite-dimensional nuclear C * -algebra with finitely many extremal traces. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) A has strict comparison.
(iii) Any completely positive map from A to A can be excised in small central sequences.
(iv) A has property (SI).
Here, we recall the definition of strict comparison. In this paper we denote by A + the positive cone of A and by T (A) the set of tracial states on A. We define the dimension function d τ a n = 0}.
We identify A with the C * -subalgebra of A ∞ consisting of equivalence classes of constant sequences. We let
A central sequence is a representative of an element in A ∞ .
Excision in small central sequences
In this section, we prove Proposition 2.2, which plays an important role in Section 3.
Definition 2.1. Let A be a separable C * -algebra with T (A) = ∅, and let ϕ : A → A be a completely positive map. We say that ϕ can be excised in small central sequences when for any central sequences (e n ) n and (f n ) n of positive contractions in A satisfying
there exist s n ∈ A, n ∈ N such that lim n→∞ s * n as n − ϕ(a)e n = 0, for any a ∈ A, lim n→∞ f n s n − s n = 0.
The following proposition is our main tool for the proof of (ii)⇒(iii) of Theorem 1.1. This may be thought of as a stably finite analogue of Kirchberg's Stinespring type theorem [7] (see also [8, Proposition 1.4] 
can be excised in small central sequences.
In order to prove this proposition, we need a couple of lemmas.
Proof. We can find a natural number N m ∈ N such that lim inf
holds for every l > N m . We may assume N m < N m+1 . Define a sequence (m n ) n of natural numbers so that m n = m when N m < n ≤ N m+1 . Note that (m n ) n is an increasing sequence such that m n → ∞ and lim inf
Let (m n ) n be a sequence of natural numbers such thatm n → ∞,m n ≤ m 1/2 n and (fm n n ) n is a central sequence. Letf n = fm n n . It is easy to see (f nfn ) n = (f n ) n . Also, we have
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a unital separable simple C * -algebra with T (A) = ∅ and let a ∈ A be a non-zero positive element. Then there exists α > 0 such that
for any central sequence (f n ) n of positive contractions in A.
Proof. Since A is unital and simple, there exist
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a unital separable simple C * -algebra with T (A) = ∅. Suppose that A has strict comparison. Let (e n ) n and (f n ) n be as in Definition 2.1. Then for any norm one positive element a ∈ A, there exists a sequence (r n ) n in A such that
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 (i) in [19] , we may assume lim
Take ε > 0. It suffices to show that there exist r n ∈ A, n ∈ N such that lim sup
n r n − e n ≤ ε, lim n→∞ r * n r n − e n = 0.
As a = 1, using continuous functional calculus, we get non-zero positive contractions a 0 , a 1 ∈ A such that a 0 − a ≤ ε and a 1 ≤ a m 0 for all m ∈ N. Applying Lemma 2.4 to a 1 ∈ A + \ {0}, we obtain α > 0. Then for any m ∈ N it follows that
for any m ∈ N. Then we have an increasing sequence m n ∈ N of natural numbers such that m n → ∞ and lim inf
Because A has strict comparison, we can find a sequence (q n ) n in A such that
Note that (q n ) n is not necessarily bounded. We define r n = g
εn (b n )q n for n ∈ N. Then it follows that
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 2.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let ϕ :
A → A be as in the statement. Replacing c i and d i with c i / c i and c i d i we may assume c i ≤ 1. Let F be a finite subset of the unit ball of A and let ε > 0. It suffices to show that there exist s n ∈ A, n ∈ N such that lim sup n→∞ s * n xs n − ϕ(x)e n < ε and lim
Since A is unital simple infinite-dimensional, by Glimm's lemma, any state on A can be approximated by pure states in the weak * -topology. Hence we may assume that ω is a pure state on A. By [1, Proposition 2.2], there exists a ∈ A + such that a = 1 and a(ω(x) − x)a < δ for every x ∈ G. Let (e n ) n and (f n ) n be as in Definition 2.1. By Lemma 2.3, we obtain a central sequence (f n ) n of positive contractions in A satisfying (f n f n ) n = (f n ) n and
Applying Lemma 2.5 to (e n ) n , (f n ) n and a 2 , we obtain r n ∈ A, n ∈ N satisfying
We define
Since (f n ) n is central and (r n ) n is bounded it follows that
Also, for any x ∈ F we have lim sup
Remark 2.6. In the argument above, the assumption of strict comparison is used in the proof of Lemma 2.5. But, it should be pointed out that we need much less than the full strength of strict comparison. Indeed, what we used in the proof of Lemma 2.5 is as follows: if (e n ) n and (f n ) n are sequences of positive contractions in A satisfying
then there exists a sequence (r n ) n in A such that lim n→∞ r * n f n r n − e n = 0.
3 Proof of (ii) ⇒ (iii) of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we give a proof of (ii)⇒(iii) of Theorem 1.1, by using Proposition 2.2. We begin with the following well-known fact.
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a unital separable simple infinite-dimensional nuclear C * -algebra, and let ω be a pure state of A. Then any completely positive map from A to A can be approximated in the pointwise norm topology by completely positive maps ϕ of the form
Proof. Let ρ : A → M N and σ : M N → A be completely positive maps. Because A is nuclear, any completely positive map is approximated by completely positive maps which factor through full matrix algebras. Thus it suffices to show that σ•ρ can be approximated in the pointwise norm topology by completely positive maps ϕ as in the lemma. Replacing ρ and σ by ρ(
) with inverses taken in the respective hereditary subalgebra, we may assume that ρ is unital.
We denote by (π, H, ξ) the GNS representation associated with ω. Since A is unital separable simple infinite-dimensional, π(A) does not contain non-zero compact operators on H. Applying Voiculescu's theorem (see [3, Theorem 1.7.8] for example) to the unital completely positive map
for any a ∈ A. Let {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N } be a basis for C N and set ξ i,n = V n e i ∈ H. By Kadison's transitivity theorem we obtain d i,n ∈ A, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , n ∈ N such that π(d i,n )ξ = ξ i,n . Then we have ω(d * i,n ad j,n ) = (π(a)ξ j,n |ξ i,n ) H = (V * n π(a)V n e i |e j ), for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , and a ∈ A, which implies
Let e i,j be the standard matrix units for M N . Since σ : M N → A is a completely positive map, the matrix [σ(e i,j )] i,j ∈ M N (A) is positive (see [ 
n . Note that e ′ m,n ≤ e n for any m, n ∈ N. By the assumption of e n and u n , for any j ∈ N it follows that
Ad u i n (e n )e n ω → 0, n → ∞. 
Ad u i n (e n )e 1/2
Since A is separable and (e ′ m,n ) n is a central sequence, we can find an increasing sequence (m n ) n of natural numbers such that m n → ∞, ω(e n − e ′ mn,n ) → 0 and (e ′ mn,n ) n is a central sequence. Therefore e ′ n = e ′ mn,n , n ∈ N satisfy the desired conditions.
In the proof of the following lemma, we use [20, Lemma 2.1]. We remark that this lemma in [20] heavily depends on U. Haagerup's theorem [4, Theorem 3.1], which says that any nuclear C * -algebra has a virtual diagonal in the sense of B. E. Johnson [6] . ′′ . In what follows, we regard A as a subalgebra of π(A) ′′ and omit π. Since A is nuclear, A ′′ is isomorphic to the direct sum of N copies of the AFD II 1 -factor R. In particular, A ′′⊗ R ∼ = A ′′ . Hence we have a sequence of matrix units 
Proof. Set c = lim m lim inf n min τ τ (f m n ). Take a finite subset F ⊂ A, ε > 0, and N ∈ N arbitrarily. It suffices to show that there exist sequences (f i,n ) n , i = 1, 2, . . . , k of positive contractions in A satisfying lim sup n [f i,n , a] < ε for each a ∈ F , lim sup n f n f i,n − f i,n < ε, lim sup n f i,n f j,n < ε for i = j, and
for any m ≤ N . Because we assumed that the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 holds for A, we obtain positive contractions e i ∈ A, i = 1, 2, . . . , k such that [e i , a] < ε for a ∈ F , e i e j < ε for i = j, and max τ |τ (e 
We are now ready to prove (ii)⇒(iii) of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of (ii)⇒(iii) of Theorem 1.1.
Let ϕ be a completely positive map from A to A. We would like to show that ϕ can be excised in small central sequences. Let (e n ) n , (f n ) n be as in Definition 2.1. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that there exist a pure state ω on A and c l,i , d i ∈ A, l, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , such that
Applying Proposition 2.2 to ϕ l , (e n ) n , and (f l,n ) n , we obtain a sequence (s l,n ) n in A such that
We define s n = N l=1 s l,n for n ∈ N. Since lim sup n s l,n ≤ ϕ l (1) , it follows that
for any a ∈ A. Therefore we conclude that
4 Proof of (iii)⇒(iv)⇒(i) of Theorem 1.1
In this section we prove (iii)⇒(iv)⇒(i) of Theorem 1.1. First, let us recall the definition of property (SI) from [14] . Proof of (iii)⇒(iv) of Theorem 1.1. Let (e n ) n and (f n ) n be as in Definition 4.1. By the assumption of (iii), id A can be excised in small central sequences. Thus we have s n ∈ A, n ∈ N such that s * n as n − ae n → 0 for any a ∈ A and f n s n − s n → 0. Since A is unital, we get s * n s n − e n → 0. Also, for any a ∈ A we obtain lim sup
which means that (s n ) n is central.
Proof of (iv)⇒(i) of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 3.3, we obtain central sequences (
and c 1,n is a positive contraction for all n ∈ N. Let (e n ) n be a central sequence of positive Thanks to property (SI), we obtain a central sequence ( In the same way as the proof above, we can show the following. Notice that we do not need the assumption of finitely many extremal traces for this theorem. Proof. By [16, Corollary 4.6] , A has strict comparison. Since Z is a unital separable simple infinitedimensional nuclear C * -algebra with a unique trace, Lemma 3.3 is valid for Z. Hence the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 also holds for A ∼ = A ⊗ Z. Then the proof of (ii)⇒(iii) of Theorem 1.1 (see Section 3) works for A, and whence any completely positive map from A to A can be excised in small central sequences. By the proof of (iii)⇒(iv) of Theorem 1.1, we can conclude that A has property (SI).
C
* -algebras with tracial rank zero
In this section we prove that any unital separable simple nuclear infinite-dimensional C * -algebra with tracial rank zero is approximately divisible (Theorem 5.4).
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a unital separable simple infinite-dimensional C * -algebra with tracial rank zero and let k ∈ N. There exists a sequence (ϕ n ) n of homomorphisms from M k to A such that (ϕ n (x)) n is a central sequence for any x ∈ M k and
Proof. Let C be a unital simple infinite-dimensional C * -algebra with real rank zero. We first claim that for any ε > 0 there exists a homomorphism ϕ : M k → C such that τ (1 − ϕ(1)) < ε for every τ ∈ T (C). Choose m ∈ N so that k/2 m is less than ε. By [27, Theorem 1.1 (i)], there exists a partition of unity 1 = p 1 + p 2 + · · · + p 2 m + q consisting of projections in C such that p 1 is Murrayvon Neumann equivalent to p i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , 2 m and q is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to a subprojection of p 1 . There exists a unital homomorphism from M 2 m to (1 − q)C(1 − q) and τ (q) < 2 −m for any τ ∈ T (C). It follows that there exists a homomorphism ϕ :
We now prove the statement. Since A has tracial rank zero, there exist a sequence of projections e n ∈ A, a sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras B n of A with 1 Bn = e n and a sequence of unital completely positive maps π n : A → B n such that the following hold.
• [a, e n ] → 0 as n → ∞ for any a ∈ A.
• π n (a) − e n ae n → 0 as n → ∞ for any a ∈ A.
• τ (1 − e n ) < 1/2n for all τ ∈ T (A).
Choose a family of mutually orthogonal minimal projections p n,1 , p n,2 , . . . , p n,kn of B n so that e n Ae n ∩ B ′ n ∼ = i p n,i Ap n,i . As A has real rank zero, so does p n,i Ap n,i . It follows from the claim above that we can find a homomorphism ϕ n,i : M k → p n,i Ap n,i such that τ (p n,i − ϕ n,i (1)) is arbitrarily small for all τ ∈ T (A). By taking a direct sum of ϕ n,i 's, we get a homomorphism ϕ n : M k → e n Ae n ∩ B ′ n such that τ (e n − ϕ n (1)) < 1/2n for all τ ∈ T (A). It is easy to see that (ϕ n (x)) n is a central sequence for any x ∈ M k and τ (1 − ϕ n (1)) < 1/n for every τ ∈ T (A). The proof is completed. Proof. This follows from the lemma above and the proof of (iii)⇒(iv) of Theorem 1.1 (see Section 4). 
